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  EVENT & WEDDING PLANNINg EXPERTS
























  
  









  MAD BASH GRP.























  
  









  The ultimate creative agency for Effortlessly cool Events and Experiences. At MBG, we are a hub of creatives and event producers who specialize in designing curated experiences for couples, companies and brands alike. Our approach is bold yet sophisticated, edgy but still elevated.
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  Bold event design and elevated planning to create an unmatched experience for your brand. 
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  WEDDING
Planning























  
  









  Work with our team of expert wedding planners to curate a vision that has yet to be seen. 
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  MAD BASH GRP.  
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     OUR SERVICES























  
  









   Increase brand awareness, expand your reach and stand out through in person brand experiences.
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  A HOLISTIC AGENCY OF
EVENT PROFESSIONALS
At MBG, we are a hub of creatives and event producers who specialize in designing curated experiences for couples, companies and brands alike. 
Our approach is bold yet sophisticated, edgy but still elevated. Years of design and event production experience have allowed us to amass a resourceful and innovative team of event planners, graphic designers, fabricators, wedding experts, and project managers who'll collaborate to tell your story in a powerful way that resonates with your guests or audience.
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  "We hosted a very important launch event for a Glenfiddich product coming into the Canadian market. I had been following MBG on Instagram for a year or so and was so impressed with their events that I decided to reach out. Their team was amazing. From ideation to execution they didn't miss a beat. We loved working with them so much that we had them come out to BC to help us with a follow up event. I couldn't be happier with the experience. Thank you so much for making everything magical!”
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  "The Mad Bash Team is truly one of a kind. Their creativity, dedication, and flawless execution is exceptional from start to finish. There isn’t enough positive things to share about this talented team. I highly recommend them for any, and all events."























  
  









  Glenfiddich 























  
  









  






















  
  









  






















  
  














  BALZAC’S 























  
  









  "We hosted a very important event at Balzac's Powerhouse Cafe and brought on MBG to design the event. It was incredible! [They] took our vision and brought it to life. They were lovely to work with, flexible with our changing ideas and super professional. Set up and load out were seamless and they really took care of our space. Guests were in awe of how beautiful the space was, it really set the tone for what turned out to be a magical evening. I can't wait to work with the MBG team again!"
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  Our clients
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  what our couples say
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  Steph & shaki























  
  









  “Jess went above and beyond in every step of planning the wedding and executed our vision flawlessly! Her attention to detail and creativity with the décor and guest experiences was amazing. There were a couple of stressful moments weeks leading up to the wedding, but Jess was always a phone call away and I knew I didn't need to worry! Our wedding day ran so smoothly and it was nice knowing I didn't have to worry about anything as we had Jess!! A lot of our guests commented on how well the wedding flowed and that was all thanks to Jess! I would highly recommend Jess and the MBG team!!!"
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  "My husband and I were drawn to MBG's daring creativity, bold designs, and their willingness to go the extra mile to make you feel special. Now having gone through the entire process with them (including a global pandemic tossed in the mix), we can honestly say those qualities absolutely held true and we are so grateful for the opportunity to have had a MBG wedding. Honestly, if you are considering MBG as your wedding planner, look no further! You are in for the most enjoyable experience and will be SO happy with the result"























  
  









  "When it comes to designing and planning some of our most intimate and important events and gatherings, the MBG team simply has more to give than most planners. They are fiercely creative, hardworking, collaborative and adaptive. They are organized, accessible and great communicators. They care very deeply about their clients - both personal and corporate. Our wedding was the best and most beautiful party of my life and it wouldn't have been the same without the whole MBG team that built it."
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  Emily & Michah
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MAD BASH GROUP
1444 Dupont Street, #6
Toronto, ON.
M6P 4H3
P: (416) 792-1263
E: Office@madbash.ca
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